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INTRODUCTION
APSM is a driver performance academy that is focused on helping drivers obtain 
and maintain professional racing careers. We offer a range of performance management 
packages to suit your needs and goals in racing.

Our Development Programme is underpinned by a team of leading motorsport specialists 
and our unique driver training centre iZone based at Silverstone Circuit, this provides us 
with a platform to fast-track the learning process and deliver the results you need.

The Development Programme is a unique concept that combines Performance 
Management, Entrepreneurship Training and Career Mentoring and it is delivered to you in 
a holistic, structured and effective way. 
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OUR MISSION 

TO PROVIDE DRIVERS WITH REVOLUTIONARY TRAINING PROGRAMMES THAT 
HELP THEM ACHIEVE THEIR RACING GOALS. TO OFFER SPORT SPECIFIC 
TRAINING FROM INDUSTRY LEADING EXPERTS GIVING DRIVERS ACCESS TO 
MOTORSPORT’S MOST EFFECTIVE SELF-DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE.



Other members of the APSM support team include Kevin Hoyes MSC (fitness), Wilma James (office 
manager), Neil Riddiford (driver coach), Louise Goodman (media training), Helene Patounas 
(nutrition), Rory Butcher (driver coach).

THE SUPPORT TEAM

ANDY PRIAULX MBE
CO-FOUNDER & MENTOR
Andy Priaulx MBE has been a professional driver for over 17 years. On top of winning multiple European 
and World titles he been a factory driver for Honda, BMW and Ford. Andy was also F1 test driver for 
Williams and Sauber. Andy acts as a mentor to the APSM drivers and maintains an overview of their 
career direction track and career advise.

JOHN PRATT
CO-FOUNDER & PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR

John was a leading single seater driver and was a works driver for Lola, Reynard Racing Cars and Van 
Diemen. He also created iZone which is the driver performance centre where APSM is based. John leads 
each driver’s development programme and structures the training that they will take part in. He heads the 
team of performance specialists and personally coaches each driver.

ENZO MUCCI
PERSONAL PERFORMANCE COACH & SPORTING MANAGER
Enzo has been a leading performance coach for 20 years. His clients include Esteban Ocon, Romain 
Grosjean, Marco Wittmann, Richie Stanaway and Ed Jones. He is the former European chief coach for 
BMW and sporting manager of the Lotus Renault F1 Junior team. Enzo’s focus is to help prepare the 
APSM drivers so they can perform at their best both on and off track. His main areas of expertise are 
mental performance and teaching drivers the entrepreneurial skills needed to succeed.



AREAS OF FOCUS
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Manufacturers and professional race teams are ultimately looking for 
‘exceptional’ drivers who consistently perform at a high level. Our training is 
focused on creating exceptionally skilled and fully prepared drivers who 
perform extraordinarily on and off track. The areas we cover are as follows:

Driving & Technical Skills
Using our Plan - Do - Review coaching system, sport specific 
training drills, structured development programme and the cutting-
edge technology at iZone we are able to help drivers become 
‘natural’ drivers who are skillful, adaptable and who can perform 
under pressure.

Mental Skills
Professional drivers must be able to perform on demand and 
access their skills in the midst of competition. Our mental training 
allows this by implementing mental strategies and training to help 
them overcome the personal performance blockers.

Fitness and Psychomotor Skills
Following a thorough physical and psychomotor assessment, our 
drivers are issued with their personalised training programme and a 
constantly updated Training App that will help them meet and 
exceed the demands of their current season’s racing.
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AREAS OF FOCUS CONTINUED
SPONSORSHIP & ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS
For a driver to develop a successful career in the current motorsport environment they 
must also possess a deep understanding of the way motorsport business works and 
have the entrepreneurial skills that will help them create value to sponsors, investors 
and manufacturers.

They also need the people and self-promotional skills that help them stand out for the 
right reasons.  We help drivers improve these skills so they can also be winners in sport 
and in life.

CAREER MENTORING
Making the right decisions at critical times can make or break a driver’s career and 
APSM with a combined experience of over 60 years at the highest level of motorsport 
are able to offer advice to our drivers that will help them avoid the pitfalls and 
capitalise on the opportunities they face as they progress up the motorsport ladder.

Furthermore, we are unaffiliated with manufacturers or teams, ensuring our advice and 
guidance are always unbiased and independent.

"If you are standing still in Motorsport, you are going backwards at
100mph" - Andy Priaulx MBE
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1. Induction & Performance Assessment
2 full days of assessment and training at iZone followed by the creation of a 60 page Detailed 
Performance Assessment (DPA).

2. Full Day Intensive Training & Performance Reviews
10 performance reviews throughout the year to ensure constant monitoring of the progress made 
and to identify new areas of strength and opportunity. These sessions also include simulator 
training, mental training physical/psychomotor training, business skills training and a review of 
the driver’s career/commercial progress.

3. Skills Training Days
The sessions last for six hours and include two hours simulator coaching and four hours Zone 
Training.

4. Zone Training Sessions
Our new Zone Training facility gives our drivers the unique opportunity to train regularly in all of 
the areas that improve on-track performance.  Each Zone trains specific skills and also creates 
constant pressure as each activity is benchmarked and recorded on each Zone’s specific 
leaderboard.

5. Mental & Entrepreneurial Training Sessions
Face-to-face and Skype coaching sessions with Enzo Mucci.

6. Training Seminars
These seminars are for APSM drivers only and cover both on and off track skills as well as 
broader motor racing knowledge.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
The Development Programme is for drivers in all disciplines.
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• Training monitored on a weekly basis (using bespoke training
and review document)

• Detailed preparation for each race weekend (using bespoke
APSM race planning document)

• Detailed review of each race weekend (using bespoke
APSM race review document)

• Assigning a personal performance coach

• Regular updates for parents and stakeholders

• Unlimited Skype sessions with drivers

• Home simulator support

• Simulator modelling

• APSM team uniform

ALSO INCLUDED...
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There are many key performance traits that world champions posess, at APSM 
we create bespoke training programmes for drivers to learn these and in-turn to 
build upon them. 

PROGRAMME GOALS
We create drivers who:

Are Highly Skillful & Adaptable

Have A World Class Level Of Race Preparation

Are Mentally Resilient & Resourceful Under Pressure Have 

Have a Relentless Work Ethic

Have A Plan In Place To Achieve A Financial Exit

Have In-depth Track & Driving Knowledge

Are Self Reliant & Able To Deploy Their Skills On Demand 

Are Entrepreneurial & Able To Sell Themselves 

Are Commercially Astute



TRAINING FACILITIES
APSM are the only management company in Europe to have their own purpose 
built training facility and team of dedicated coaches and sports science 
specialists. Based at Silverstone Circuit in the UK it is a state of the art facility 
featuring five high tech simulators (3 x car and 2 x kart), a motorsport gym and 
dedicated training rooms for mental and psychometric training. 

All of the simulators feature live data, comprehensive recording and analysis 
software, eye tracking, heart rate monitoring and biometric/EEG feedback 
to enable us to monitor real-time human performance data and use it as an 
advanced teaching tool.

Together with the simulators we also have a motorsport specific gym and a 
mind coaching room that allows us offer our drivers holistic training service
to help them perform in racing and in life.
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Please Note: If you require full Driver Management covering career and sponsorship services 
please contact APSM for details of our Driver Management Programme. We have partnered with 
Williams Harfield Sports Group so we can now offer drivers an unrivaled all-encompasing service.

www.apsportsmanagement.com

MORE INFORMATION
For more information or to arrange a meeting 
please contact us using the details below. 

info@apsportsmanagement.com

+44 (0) 1327 856872

2255 Silverstone Technology Park,
Silverstone Circuit, Silverstone, NN12 8GX




